
       Friday 11 Aug 2017 

Market Price Indications 
Only 

Last Year 20 July 27 July 3 Aug 11 Aug 

London Wht (£/mt) 
 (Jul 17 contract) 

130.95 148 146.75 143.25 141.25 

UK SoyMeal  
ex Humberside SPOT 

331 293 287 275 284 

UK Rapemeal  
Ex Liverpool SPOT 

183 170 172 168 167 

UK Wheatfeed  
d. Sherburn SPOT 

113 122 126 124 123 

UK Barley  
d. Sherburn SPOT 

112.50 127 130 130 130 

Currency £/$ 1.2963 1.2975 1.3073 1.3143 1.2966 

 
WHEAT: Harvest pressure continues to prevail.  
 Last night’s USDA report was a surprise to the market, as they increased FSU wheat crops markedly, expanding the global production 

beyond that of the more modest, and expected, cuts to the US and Canadian crops. The USDA left the Australian wheat crop unchanged, 
at 23.5Mmt (still down from last year’s record 35Mmt) despite the market expecting further cuts due to winter dryness. 

 The Russian crop is projected to be a record 77.5Mmt now, 5.5Mmt higher than month’s estimate. Kazak and Ukrainian crops were both 
increased.   

 UK wheat quality concerns are increasing, particularly for milling wheat grades, after the recent heavy rain showers seen across much of 
the UK this week. Reports of failed milling grades, high Don and variable bushel weights might have been the exception last week. 

 Officially the French wheat quality has been reported to be largely good, fulfilling their milling intentions, despite some late weather 
concerns, said the FrenchAgriMer. German weather concerns remain for their wheat quality, as does Polish, with more rains expected. 

 US spring wheat harvest was reported to be 24% on Monday, with crop conditions recovering a little from last week’s lows, reflecting the 
additional rainfall in the northern plains. This is the first weekly increase the crop has seen this season. 

 Additional rains in Australia will help narrow crop prospect ideas above 20Mmt, as the crop would no longer be a shrinking potential. 
 

BARLEY: New crop spreads narrowing to wheat. 
 French barley is being reported with high protein, which could limit its use for malting and force it for feed.  

 

MAIZE/CORN: Corn Belt concerns ease as temperatures fall. 
 Last night’s USDA report was fairly bearish, as the corn yield, which we suggested taking with a pinch of salt, came in above the trade 

expectation of 167bus/ac, at 169.5bus/acre. The global picture was little changed. 

 Monday’s crop condition report showed the G-E ratings declined another 1% (which was what the market had expected), the 5
th

 
consecutive weekly decline. 

 The EU imposed a €5.16 import duty on maize/corn imports this week, in an attempt to support local prices from falling further after the 
recent dramatic drop in MATIF prices. However with continued heat causing stress to corn production in Southern Europe, S&D factors 
could provide additional support. 

 Ukrainian dry and hot weather continues to be an issue, despite 2” of rain over the last two weeks for the East, as temps will build back in 
and rainfall appears to be sparse.  

 South American corn exports continue, with Brazilian line-ups currently at 4.6Mmt and Argentine at 1.6Mmt; US O/C sales were pitiful, 
but 973kmt of export shipments remained strong. 

 CONAB increased their Brazilian corn estimate by 1Mmt  
 

WHEATFEED: Continues to look good value compared grains   
 Offers are thin on the ground, as millers wait to assess the quality of the new wheat crop and work out their likely flour yields for the year.  
 

SOYMEAL: US prices ease as August starts with cooler weather and some showers. 
 Yesterday’s USDA report’s US yield increase was a shock to the market, sending prices shapely lower at 5pm (sending Dec contracts $16.4 

before the close), as it was expected that the USDA would cut the yield not raise it; posting a 49.4bus/acre yield, up from 48b/a.  

 Global carry-in, was increased, as was production and consumption fell (both this year and last), to send the ending stocks soaring 4.3Mmt 

 US soybean condition ratings improved on Monday by 1%, in line with market expectations and the cooling temperatures. New export 
sales for beans were a marketing year low, as old crop bean contracts yet to be executed are substantial and likely for some of them to 
make the season roll into the new crop. Exports were down a little form last week but still and substantial 612kmt. 

 The weather right across the Corn Belt is going to be of particular interest for the coming weeks, keeping us in a weather market paradigm 

 Chinese monthly soybean imports for July were over 10Mmt, for the first time ever. This record monthly import figure was higher than 
most expected [7-8Mmt]. However, some of the extra import could have come from June delays and rolled over? August and September 
import usually decline before the new crop US supply arrives, so anything over expectations could provide a late season demand shock.  

 A Brazilian truck driver strike that started last week carried over to this week, and provided some logistic difficulties at ports. 

 South American farmer selling might slow as a result of a sudden drop in bid prices, reflecting the futures, supporting premiums.  
 

RAPEMEAL: EU crop stabilised above 20Mmt.  
 Oil prices are under pressure. 

 

The information contained within this report is given in good faith and without liability. Any opinions expressed are subject to change without notice. 
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